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Abstract— Abstract: Virtual fences are effective for monitoring people, vehicles, and their movements. 

Critical infrastructure sectors such as defense bases, emergency services, financial services, food and 

agriculture can all benefit significantly from the use of virtual fences, whether used independently or 

as part of a multilayered perimeter security system. Nowadays security systems are in high need, their 

importance has been increased in decades. Virtual walls, such as fences, offer a secure boundary 

without the need for a physical barrier. Critical infrastructure, such as buildings, is protected against 

incursion.  a virtual fence that surrounds their perimeter. Virtual fencing surveillance is one of the 

important parts of security system for activity or intrusion detection. Computer vision is one the 

useful field of Artificial Intelligence. Using this tech, we would solve most of the problems including 

security surveillance system.  

 

Keyword – Activity detection, Computer Vision, OpenCV, CNN Introduction. 

 

I. Introduction 

 

 Virtual fencing security systems are gaining some hikes for activity detection in a particular area for 

intrusion obstruction. They are used in parking as keeping number of vehicles ingoing and 

outgoing.[11] Virtual fencing is being upgrading in recent years for making virtual boundaries as 

flexible and accurate as possible. Computer Vison is used for virtual fencing, which is one the biggest 

field of AI which gives a computer to able to see an object. CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) are 

or simple background subtraction used in detecting activity in ROI (Region of Interest).[6] Region of 

Interest is the region on the picture or a video which is focused upon using bounding box of variable 

or fixed shape and size[5]. 
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There are many approaches for securing a particular area and time of decision is decreasing from 

algorithms to algorithms.[10] Virtual fencing means creating a virtual boundary over an image or a 

video which works as fence in it. Some uses only the virtual fencing part for securing a region which 

fails when a legal or authorized person also enters and some uses only the face detection part for it 

which is also less efficient as it may miss the area where a intrusion can get through. [2] 

 

Two important computer vision problems are object classification and object detection. In the first 

scenario, the system is anticipated to correctly identify the dominant item.[8] In the second instance, 

it must provide precise labelling and positioning details for every object in a photo. However, for now, 

we'll focus on detection. There are certainly other exciting elements of computer vision, such as image 

segmentation. 

The virtual fence is meant to serve as a boundary, barrier, or enclosure that is not reliant on tangible 

materials. There are many different sorts of buildings, with "no protective barrier" acting as their 

common denominator, depending on how it is used [9]. 

 

This paper uses contour for detecting human in specified virtually defined area and then face 

detection authorization using another cam. This two-level security can be very useful in places like 

banks, offices for restricting unauthorized person to enter the specified area.[1] This will reduce the 

threat of intrusion as one of the systems would be able to catch the intruder. after the detection part, 

AI surveillance system will alert the specified organization or person and this part will be controlled 

by IoT system which will work wirelessly and securely.[7] Different sensors and actuators will help 

tackling problems such as night vision or hidden elements using heat sensors. 

  

II. Need of AI based virtual fencing security system 

In this technological generation many of us is trying to tackle the many real-life threats and problems 

including theft, intrusion etc.[1] Reviewing the video after someone enters a restricted area to figure 

out what they took, destroyed, or left behind is insufficient. This is a proactive strategy for staying in 

the lead. Your mobile device's notification enables you to quickly check video of someone crossing the 

border illegally to see whether any circumstances necessitate taking action. You can then notify the 

proper authorities while the trespassing is still occurring [14]. 

This system can be used in army areas, banks, offices, historical places, museums for restricting 

unauthorized person from entering to a restricted places and alert the owner or authorized head 

immediately.[12] For example, an unauthorized person is entering the cabin part of the bank, the 

system first detects whether a person entered the cabin or not if yes then the face cam would detect 

whether he/she is authorized in this area or not [2].must be indented.  All paragraphs must be justified, 

i.e. both left-justified and right-justified. 

 

III. Architecture and Features of proposed Model 

Our model detects a person in given region of interest using opencv and numpy library in python. 

Opencv library is dedicated towards the computer vision purpose. Used to absdiff function for 

tracking the movement of the target object by background subtraction.[3] As the area of interest is 
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stationary a fixed the function would remove the stationary part and find the object which have moved 

in frames thus detecting its motion[4] Findcountours function of opencv is used to find the edges 

or[14] boundaries of same intensity or color. This is used for object detection to identify that which 

object is actually moving. This entire procedure is activated for only a particular region which can be 

redefined [5]. 

Now comes the human activity part, this model will detect whether the certain object is walking, 

jogging, sitting or standing. This model is being used for keep a track of authorized and unauthorized 

person.[6] If a person is running when entered the region it may be unauthorized person which get 

into the prohibited region.[7] For Activity recognition Neural network of 240 input vector elements 

are used as 80 pieces for 3 accelerometers fig1(x, y, z). These accelerometers decide with x, y, z 

parameters whether the person I sitting, standing, running, walking, etc. 

 
 

after activity and virtual fencing the face detection part comes. Face detection model uses 

face_recognition and opencv library for the identification for authorized face provided to the model. 

[6] If the face is not trained for a particular person the model will declare it as unauthorized. 

And this two stage AI security detection models will work simultaneously and will activate only 

when the human detection model will detect an entrance in the region of interest. [7]   
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IV.   Implementation and Result analysis 

The area of a video that you wish to filter or otherwise alter is called the region of interest (ROI)[9]. A 

ROI can be shown as a picture of a binary mask. The mask image assigns the value 1 to pixels inside 

the ROI and the value 0 to pixels outside the ROI. The toolkit provides a number of methods for 

defining ROIs and making binary masks can have variety of objects, including circles, ellipses, 

polygons, rectangles, and hand-drawn forms, are available in the toolbox for building ROIs in different 

shapes.[8] The things' form, location, look, and behavior can all be changed once they are formed[3]. 
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Select a rectangular bounding box or region of interest in OpenCV (ROI). Previously, we had to handle 

mouse operations and define our own bounding box.[10] We may now use selectROI, a native OpenCV 

function, instead. The Region of Interest feature is used in several key picture functions in OpenCV.[8] 

Using a ROI, we may perform operations on a rectangular part of the picture. The standard phases in 

the ROI process include creating a ROI on an image, performing the needed action on this region of 

the picture, and lastly resetting the ROI. 

During object detection in region of interest we can modify the shape of virtual fence by interpreting 

its four points marked in the above image.[14] This will make the model to detect object inside the 

given boundary. 

In the below Fig 2, we have provided a rectangle of 750 x 350 and the model is detecting the people 

which are in the rectangular fence provided by us.[10] 
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 But if we try any other which we have not provided, let’s take subject image ‘B’ it will declare it as 

unauthorized.[4] 

 

 

The results are very accurate and are successfully proceeded.[7] The two staged security model have 

successfully detected the people inside the virtual fence and the human activity model is keeping track 

of  

the object inside it and the face detection modal have successfully differentiated between a authorized 

or unauthorized person during the training and testing part. 

 

V.   Conclusion 

In this paper we showed how our model worked successfully and gave the best results. Using three 

different models we have created a two staged AI based virtual fenced security system. The quality of 

video may vary results but will not affect that much. In future more advanced activity or object 

detection modal will come and could be used to for more accurate results. 
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